Research study on space features and lifestyle of the waterfront settlements in the eastern islands of Indonesia. A study on space-person relationships in waterfront settlements of southeast Asia part 1.

A study on the living environment for elderly in housing estate. About the life style and housing environment of the elderly in housing estate of tama newtown 1.

A study of the transition in autonomy of the residents and the changes of private rooms utilization in the childcare support center as a comfortable place for the child and parent in urban area.

User’s evaluation of living environment in welfare facility for the elderly with caption evaluation method. User’s evaluation of living environment in welfare facility for the elderly part 1.

A study on the visitor’s behavior on the house exhibition in museum. A case study of the environmentally symbiotic housing in the national museum of emerging science and innovation.

A study on the spatial composition of hotel restaurants and banquettes, from the viewpoint of the relationship to the number of workers.

Thoughts on city from the point of view of the exterior expression of building in design theories on contemporary buildings in “shinken” after world war II.”—Shinichi TAKEYAMA and Shin-ichi OKUYAMA.

Design themes and constructive methods on a facade of office buildings by contemporary japanese architects. A study on the relationship between technological aspects and design aspects of contemporary architecture.

A study on the long preservation of traditional houses in “Japanese traditional folk village.” Discussion of long living way at seongeup folk village in cheju island.

Community function and management of aging society in mountainous region. Community planning for aging society part 1.

Planning method of rural design in tondenhul-mura.
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The construction of the evaluation method to extract vulnerable districts with disaster mitigation performance of the road network from the regional area.

A study on the characteristics of urban regeneration programme of brussels capital-region. From survey of contracts de quartier.

A study on the architectural regulation in the urban district under the sru law. The evolution from the particular pos to pla in pari.

A study on the evaluation for the quality of cleaning in the government office building.

A study on the evaluation for the quality of cleaning from facilities management in government office buildings.

‘Su’ and ‘subashira’ of roofed mud-wall.

Research of the ‘yoainahori’ by consideration of equipment upper sliding doors. Reexamination of the modern initial shukisuki using cross-sectional information.

The change of landscape of tourism and its oral explanations in hisshimo city after the high economic growth period.

The process of the reorganization of noble village. The study on the reorganization of the noble village after the Meiji era.

The urban structure of istanbul during the 15-16 centuries in ‘faiith mehtem ii vakÅiei”i and ‘istanbul vakÅiÅi galeri defleri’ : 953(1546) birihi. A historical study of islamic city in the early ottoman period.


Monolithic column in saint-denis of abbey sager. Reinterpretation of sager’s writings in terms of ‘colonne en d#lit” and ‘colonne en d#lit’.

Richard neutral’s architectural thought and japan.

The process of the reorganization of noble village. The study on the reorganization of the noble village after the Meiji era.

The urban structure of istanbul during the 15-16 centuries in ‘faiith mehtem ii vakÅiei”i and ‘istanbul vakÅiÅi galeri defleri’ : 953(1546) birihi. A historical study of islamic city in the early ottoman period.